Otherworld 2019: Mythos
Afterburn Report

This report was compiled by Kindle Arts Board of Directors from all material provided by event
producers and team leads that was available as of December 2019. All content is presented as it was
received, with minimal editing for style only. Information is provided “as is” and has not been verified
for accuracy or completeness.
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Event Coordinator’s Report
What went well:



























1023 tickets sold, about 954 people on the grounds + contractors
Approx $32,000 retained by Kindle Arts
Signed 10 year contract with LakeTown (venue)
Added an extra day
Trained 9 telehandler operators
Increase security coverage, more carts
20 portos, 4 W/W access, handwashing stations, 2 pump outs per day
Up top showers, flushing toilets
Potable water on site
Full spectrograph drug testing – 42 samples, above average results
Enhanced fire safety, 3 fire trucks for burn night, 5000 gallon storage truck
Buried the Temple body, planted flowers
First Victoria event ever greater than $100,000 in ticket sales
Transitioning to a production team model
Pre-imbursement for producers, credit cards next year
Food at meetings
Commissary for volunteers and Rangers
Far out quiet camping
So many soundcamps
10% of capacity as subsidy tickets, year 2
Free caregiver tickets, multiple years
Furries and Flamethrowers
Running of the Nudes enshrined in fire safety policy
800 cups of coffee served at Centre Camp
Travel Grants
Building semi-autonomous teams

Strategies






Build Capacity in the community with training/workshops at low/no cost
Find ways to create autonomy, mastery, and purpose for volunteers.
Be responsive to feedback
Do not spare expense on porto potties, security, first aid, and volunteer
appreciation/investment
Develop good relations with venue owner, contractors, be good neighbours

What was challenging


Website content/update mid sales, timely communications, maps, burn/firetruck
communications, upper shower water calculations, issues with a minor/code of conduct



Having only the facebook channel for messaging at first seemed to prove a challenge but
actually worked well to keep information consistent, timely, and trickle in 10 principles and
Kindle Arts principles as well as consent messaging

What to do differently in the future







Repeat 2019 formula while incorporating input from census/feedback, co-production and team
leads
Continue to transition to more sustainable co-producer model
Credit cards to co-producers to facilitate expense tracking
Training and consent workshops at little to no cost. Give back and build capacity in the people
that give their time to build/participate. Train them in consent even if they never make an
event. Gift consent to the world, pay trainers. Continue building capacity in the community with
equipment training and other Kindle Academy/Otherworld initiatives.
Recommendations for 2020 are fall prevention and boom lift operation, and free wheel of
consent workshops for community members.

(Un)Official Otherworld History

Financial summary
Ticket sales

$

143,315.50

$

88,262.99

Art grants

$

23,500.00

Total retained

$

31,552.51

Fixed costs
Venue rental
Special event insurance
Medical services
Portable toilets
Security services
Total fixed costs
Variable costs
Commissary
DPW
DPW training
Effigy
Pyrotechnics
Empowerment camp
Fire show
Food (volunteer appreciation)
Fuel
Gate/greeters
Meetings/travel
Placement
Printing
Procurement/Production
Ranger
Safety
Swag
Temple
Ticketing fees
Transportation grants
Volunteerism expenses
Water
Wristbands
Total variable costs
Total fixed and variable costs

$ 30,125.00
$ 1,325.00
$ 7,250.00
$ 8,029.74
$ 8,217.72
$ 54,947.46

$ 3,500.00
$ 1,808.80
$ 1,757.50
$ 2,000.00
$
992.62
$ 1,727.09
$
432.61
$ 1,624.35
$
432.61
$
337.06
$
935.70
$
402.56
$
360.81
$ 1,445.85
$
92.98
$ 1,464.78
$
706.99
$ 1,000.00
$ 5,905.00
$ 3,038.69
$ 2,671.46
$
120.00
$
558.07
$ 33,315.53

Civic Services Report
What went well



Transport being decentralized.
Assistant Producer roles spread the workload some, I believe.

What was challenging





Transport lead could not be found. No one who has ever done transport wants to do it again.
As Producer on Duty, I saw at least one person try and work the Caretaker free ticket and for a
very young person.
There isn’t really a policy I had at hand, but I should have asked who the parent was and/or if
there was travel paperwork if no one was the legal guardian.
Assistant producers should be required to take on duty shifts rather than put that out to the
public.

What to do differently in the future


Decentralizing transport worked very well. I would suggest maybe a lead who is charge of
putting transport needs together with art, effigy, or theme camps already doing transport and
spending that budget on transport grants

DPW Report
What went well
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Once organized the equipment rental was perfect
Accessibility to Laketown Staff was awesome this year
Telehandler training was a great asset
DPW volunteers who attended shifts are a solid group of reliable people
Pre-site prep was extremely valuable (lights set up before event, assistance with LBL)
Golf Carts
Potable drinking water placed everywhere
Laketown Equipment Usage
Access to astro turf for stages

What was challenging
●

Volunteers
○ Not enough. Despite having 40 people signup only 5-10 responded to emails. Not sure if
the involvement portion of ticket sales should be more robust in identifying steps to
volunteers. (i.e. If you have signed up for X department please review junk mail folders
regularly for possible communication from leads. If you have not heard from X
department lead within X amount of time please be in touch directly with
[department]@otherworld.ca)

○

○

●

●
●
●
●

Ineffective communication with volunteers earlier in planning. I waited until after last
tickets went on sale to be in touch with volunteers to be more efficient with the number
of emails. My lack of communication potentially lost volunteers to attrition to other
teams
Volcor was useful for tracking hours and email addresses but not for sending emails.
(Several attempts to send out email to volunteers before finding out system was not
sending e-mails. Information obtained as a result of my inquiry about Volcor e-mails.

Communication
○ Not aware of all that had been promised to specific people in advance
■ Astroturf, Power to showers
○ Not knowing where to find specific information easily due to multiple platforms (Event
website, organization website, Volcor, Slack, and FB Groups
○ DPW needed to know where theme camps that had requested power were being placed
to determine allocation of power and requested meetings with placement to assist with
decision making and were not received. This caused several last minute changes due to
lack of information/cooperation
○ DPW infrastructure requests were included in theme camp and art piece surveys which
effectively burdened placement team with infrastructure requests.
Last minute site prep by hosts made it necessary to liaise for equipment usage on their
schedule.
Conflicting information / knowledge from Staff regarding arrival of third generator (one hour vs
tomorrow afternoon vs I did not know you were getting 3 generators)
DPW became a catchall for Can talk to owner / I need something. DPW duties and
responsibilities unclear.
As an event we are heavily reliant on equipment provided by Laketown (Boom, Telehandler,
tents, extension cords) or Merv (extension cords, power splitters, water tap splitters, lights)

What to do differently in the future
●
●
●
●
●

●

No one except Civic Services gets power; If we need less generators going forward, can we get
more carts?
Less Platforms - make everyone commit to using a single platform. (i.e. Slack to centralize
information. Any new platforms or programs to be troubleshooted before event.
Communications Team that filters and disseminates information.
Sound Team - to coordinate sound camps - to create a schedule, share power resources, sound
marshal
Onboarding/ Survival kit for Leads/Co-Leads/Volunteers. (How to submit invoice, acceptable
costs, how to create shifts, reporting, amount of budget, how to get laminates/stickers)
○ To be clear this information was available or became available, but going forward it
would be exceptional to receive one email shortly after signing on to fill a lead role
containing all of the above information.
A separate DPW Infrastructure Survey that Theme Camps/Art Projects can be directed to. (i.e. “I
want astro turf”, “I want a pony”)

●

●

●
●

●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Golf carts and Gators from Laketown under the responsibility of one person/group (DMV?) to
issue out / schedule carts/ gators to avoid scrambling to get another cart or to give up one cart
for Security.
Streamline potable water responsibility to DPW including the ability to schedule a shower refill
time from third party rather than requiring Producer to make one more call for technically an
infrastructure item.
In the same vein would it make sense for DPW to liase with staff directly to take more off
producer’s plate? (i.e. When is tele-handler coming?)
Get ready for eye roll - have a walkthrough meeting with staff of how event will run or confirm
that when different people running the show they have the same information. What’s on
contract, who can use equipment, expectations etc.
Allow all leads in and out privileges to avoid conflict/negotiation with gate.
Consider cost differential between renting our own boom lift or other required machinery for
the event and removal from contract for the use of Laketown’s equipment. (i.e. Boom’s broken
down, no chance of repair until 2 days after event; Having to negotiate when we can use
equipment.)
More critical signage and more prominently displayed - EXIT, Gate Closed, Parking, Family
Camping, Dingo for Prez
Earlier dispersal of information to participants. (WWW, Maps etc)
Possibility of Otherworld Storage on site in sea can for equipment/stuffs used annually? (Signs,
our own infrastructure)
Investigate price differential between renting equipment and buying our own
○ Extension cord, splitters, garden hoses, hose splitters, pop up tents
Consider offering compensation to volunteers who bring infrastructure specifically to event for
maintenance and replacement of their personal equipment (Merv comes to mind)
Consider liability policy that when we are using telehandler or Boom lift that a flagger is
required. Incident where staff tried to drive telehandler under boom while three event
volunteers were in the air in the boom lift and telehandler impacted the boom.
Explicit consequences / pattern of warnings to attendees not following guidelines noted in
waiver for liability and insurance purposes. (i.e. underage participant seen all over event
without parent in sight. Later found out said participant responsible for throwing rock at other
underage participant causing substantial injury.)

Flow report (oversees gate, greeters, parking)
What went well











Gate leads went above and beyond. They were timely and thorough.
Gate Actual vs Gate HQ worked well. HQ was more centrally located for early entry and other
team producers on shift during the event. It allowed FLOW producers to be on-call longer with
less burn-out, and have a secure digital office to address complex ticketing, last minute
purchases and early entry issues without holding up general Gate resources.
Gate golf cart helped, a dedicated cart allowed leads to ferry necessary supplies to volunteers.
Eventbrite worked well. Despite an initial delay in tallying ticket scans from various devices to
the server, and a lag in the tally update, we can not imagine tracking 900+ tickets and consent
forms without a digital scanning tool and an online database.
Commissary. A welcome reprieve.
Wi-Fi hotspot Supplied by Cam B should be a requirement for Gate actual in the future.
24/7 Generator/power, lighting Supplied by Flow producers
10x10, tables and chairs

What was challenging







Greeters. Their lead was late, their location was not set up.
Bracelets. General wristbands were a last minute order. Wristbands for Children under 18,
Teens and persons with permission to leave were an afterthought and in short supply.
Budgeting. FLOW producers were not informed until just before the event that they had a
budget. Earlier access to funds would have improved available supplies.
Early entry needs more attention overall.
o Central List: Many people were added at the last minute and Gate was not up-to-date
with their approved status because they did not go through the established channels,
which required the producer on shift to be at the Gate for an extended period of time.
This can be remedied in one of two ways: either add names to one online document or
email ad hoc approvals to gate email with one subject line (ex: Approved Early Entry).
o Confirmation: Attendees who did register for early entry via the established google
form complained that they did not know if they had submitted their form correctly
because of a perceived lack of confirmation. It is possible to design and modify the
default google form’s confirmation page language to clarify a receipt from the event. It
may be possible to add an email confirmation.
Guardians. This language or approval process should be strengthened to prevent abuse.

What to do differently in the future
-

See #2 for suggestions.
A propane fire pit at Gate. Would provide a good visual and warmth for night staff/security.

General discussion about the experience
The first few days of an event can easily become 10-16 hour days for Gate leads or producers. Support
from the event in terms of clear lists, digital ticketing, golf carts, a secure internet-ready office, and
funds for production (bracelets, signage and commissary) can go a long way to help volunteers maintain
stamina and grace through the difficult role of gatekeeping.

Gate report
What went well






Having the golf cart this year was a game changer! It allowed for us to fluff vollies, do supply
runs, run vollies back to their camp, save our energy for other things instead of walking. After
working all day allowed Leads to get around and again, conserve energy for following day of
work
Having shifts that were 4 hours with 8 spots for each shift was the perfect length of time and
having 8 people provided a bit of buffer for no shows.
Having minimum 3 radios for Leads and Gate HQ to communicate effectively and 1 radio to
communicate with Producer
Having an overlap with Security of 1 hour in morning and evening allowed for smooth transition
of Gate coverage. Having security work until noon was a great addition this year so Leads and
vollies could get some sleep!

What was challenging




In/Out list was a bit of a challenge as it required a lot of extra communication with producers
and board members. The list provided prior to event contained only a small number of the
actual people that were told they could do that. Made it harder for Gate vollies to enforce no
in/out rule. I would recommend more robust messaging with aforementioned to get them to
identify in/out folks prior to event.
Not enough wristbands for in/out and youth attendees. We found work arounds, but having
more wristbands for those groups would be great. That said, the Laketown vinyl wristbands
worked great for writing name and ph# of guardian on them!

What to do differently in the future





Next year I would recommend getting the ‘schpeel’ that Gate vollies recite to new arrivals
(LNT,Consent, No ins/outs, etc.) printed ahead of time and laminate several copies for them to
reference and to be used for training vollies as they start shift
Invest in 1 or 2 new devices to be used by vollies and security for scanning tickets. The ones we
have now are reaching their end of life.
Do a bit more testing week before event to ensure ticketing system is ‘syncing’ properly and
make sure that important items like browser or operating system requirements are discussed
and well communicated to anyone involved with operating scanners.





Next year I would make the time just prior to event to send each person a reminder of their
shift. This will be time consuming, but will keep people from forgetting the actual times of their
shift.
I have had no issues using Volcor, but one thing that must be communicated to all Leads is do
not access it on a mobile device. It should all be done on laptop or desktop or you will not be
able to view certain things and may use wrong link to send messages (there are two)

General discussion











Having Gate HQ (Event Horizon) was critical for Gate to function well. This included the
continuous source of power for Gate, the wifi device kept at Gate for access to ticketing system,
place for vollies to relax prior to or after shift.
The communication between Gate and Producers was very fluid and any issues that came up
were able to be resolved quickly and efficiently.
The pop up tent, power bar, table and signage that was provided this year was perfect and it
was great showing up on Wednesday to find this all in place.
Commissary was a nice addition this year as it allowed people to focus on volunteering rather
than cooking/cleaning meals. If I could change anything it would be to extend the hours of
service by at least 1 hour. The food was amazing and healthy!
I provided both a recycling and garbage bag for use by vollies and security at GATE and emptied
each morning then hauled home with me. People really appreciated it and it prevented moop.
I brought a small cooler stocked with ice and drinks as well as snacks, which I would recommend
having in place. This was also extended to security while they covered Gate for us and everyone
really enjoyed having those refreshments available.
Having a budget for swag and refreshments again this year was great. Vollies loved their swag
and treats!

Placement report
What went well









Starting early, planning meetings
Refinement of placement application from previous year
2 Site visits for planning 20 April, 25 May
Flagging locations of Effigy, Temple, Roads and Theme Camps on Saturday pre event and
completion of Art placement Wednesday
Accurate map outline from satellite survey
Parking of extra cars in Osho worked well, participants were responsible.
Signage was impoved this year which helped participants getting oriented.
Using different color flags for the roads (blue) and camps (pink)

What was challenging


Volcor application form when changed to a csv.doc was in a problematic format, difficult to use
and not rearrangeable. Theme camp or Art name needs to be listed first in the survey.









Estimates of square footage for camp size was inaccurate in several cases, ways to do estimates
will be included next year. Placement survey needs to be updated to request more
succinct/specific answers, and to remove misleading/vague questions (different topics)
Golf cart tensioner belt was loose and eventually not usable, who can repair this during the
event? Should have 1-2 aside for backup as part of the rental contract
Location for sound camps is limited due to odd shapes of fields, slopes, terrain, effigy location,
will look at alternatives for next year.
Last minute changes did not get into the WWW guide
Generator sound near camping or audio art is problematic.
It was a lot of work for two people. It would be good to have 4-6 people pre-event and 4-6
people on-site

What to do differently in the future

















Rearrange the volcor application survey so it makes sense as a csv file.
Auto CC applications to the applicant so they have a copy of what they sent (possibilty to do
with Volcor?)
Clear plan early on what is happening with the map. Google Earth has a very useful tool that
created and can now indefinitely update this year’s map for future years. Shows accurate sq
footage very useful for camp layout estimations/planning.
If we ditch Volcor, hopefully get new software with good survey mapping abilities like Volcor
Camp description in placement application is also what will be used in WWW guide, (this should
be clear in the survey) and needs to be updateable by applicants.
Limit of ~5 night time sound camps and ~5 daytime sound camps (some camps could be both
day and night)?
More nighttime activity in K
Temple location to O or P?
Transposing measurements to square meters was ineffective, people use and understand
square feet.
Large signage for boroughs should be produced and installed pre-event by DPW (exceeds the
mandate of signage) - posted high
Fill the role of ‘site manager’ as needed - ie managing parking lot location, monitoring roads,
access points, infringing campers (there were multiple people who attempted to set up their
camps on the esplanade)
Recommend that Otherworld rents its own boom lift for the 2020 event. The site boomlift this
year was taken by the site and broke down early in the event. A rental boom could 1. Be smaller
than that one, 2. Owners won’t take it because they need it, and 3. If it breaks down, the rental
company will bring a new one asap.
Possibility to include ‘art support’ department as part of placement, to be available as liaison
between DPW and contributors, and to manage the extra boomlift (scheduling camps, artists),
again to in a way support DPW




Placement has to maintain on-site presence until the last project is placed and there is a
reasonable amount of the expected population already on site. This year that was Friday ~8pm.
Why was open/family camping in Bast such a bust? There were not very many people who
chose to camp there.

General discussion
Planning for placement is not a linear process in that it requires a few site visits and then multiple
attempts of the layout. Lessons learned from 2018 were that sound had to all directed to the north to
avoid disturbing the residents along the lake. The farthest east field was used for quiet camping and
parking this year as it lead to isolation from the other areas as it branches off and has no circular return
route.
The five western fields all connect to each other and this led to much better flow from one area to the
next. Having all the field mowed prior to the setup weekend would be helpful so that flags for roads and
camps can be put in place before Wednesday setup. A sound camp for the playa area with the Effigy
would work well for night time. Information from the placement application needs to be shared with the
Producer, DPW, Curation, Safety, Where When What Guide and Mapping. A carbon copy of the
application needs to be sent back to the applicants so they know it has been received and they have a
copy of what they wrote. The csv file needs to have the pertinent information for placement in the first
section of the survey. A limit of big night time sound camps is needed for future years. A guide on how
to estimate volume will be included in next years application.
There are some spots around Northlake that could be improved somewhat to create more space. Is
there a plan to have contact with the site owners about improvements to the site before next year?
Possibilities include:
 Bringing electric service to the site by tapping into the power supply on Chem Trail
 Grading the lumpy nook in east-central K
 Adding a drain culvert where the central wetland drains across K
 Some carving of campsites along N and S boundaries

Safety producer report
What went well







The event happened safely with no reported safety hazards of note.
There was a general state of “feeling safe” reported by participants both during and after the
event on social media.
Rangers, Sanctuary, Harm Reduction, Drug Testing, and education about Consent had a direct
impact on participants’ feeling of safety even if these services were not used. Continue with
communication and education campaigns.
Fire Art Safety Team (FAST) did a good job ensuring the burn events were executed safely.
Security Team had access to a dedicated golf-cart during their shifts.




Medics had a large festival tent that was very welcoming
UHF radios borrowed from Cam B (18) worked well with the 10 rented radios. Signal coverage
and the number of radios was good and this method is recommended again for next year.

What was challenging



This was the first year having a Safety Producer and the roles responsibilities were developed on
the fly. A list of responsibilities has been developed for next year.
The medics festival tent blew over on Saturday due to high gusts of winds. Recommendations
were provided on how to better secure the tent in the rocky ground for next year.

What to do differently in the future


Drug Testing services could have been better utilized. More communication is required to
ensure this service is used more widely.

General discussion
The overall safety of the event was well executed by the various teams within the Safety Producers
scope such as: Rangers, Fire Art Safety Team (FAST), Harm Reduction, and Sanctuary plus the paid
contractors for Medics and Security. All of the leaders for these teams are very experienced and they did
an excellent job ensuring their teams were effective. I see a general need to recruit more Co-Leads to be
mentored by the Leads to ensure we always have trained volunteers ready to step into leadership roles.
I would recommend encouraging each team lead to try hard to recruit a Co-Lead that can take over the
event leadership if something unexpected were to happen to them to prevent them from attending the
event.
In terms of the overall event production, we were missing two key lead roles for public communications
and web design. These two people are the primary source for communication between the production
team and the participants. In addition, a lack of clearly communicated deadlines and various people
missing deadlines left a lot of communication coming out at the very last minute. This left some
participants with a feeling of being disconnected and general confusion. In the future, if we cannot find
suitable volunteers to fill this role, it may be necessary to seek paid contractors because they are vital
roles to provide participants with a feeling of being connected and well informed.
In addition, it was my general feeling he Volcor volunteer tracking system was not working to meet the
needs of our event. It may be time to seek a different volunteer tracking solution. I recommend that we
investigate options for contracting someone to build a custom database. Eventbrite does seem to work
well as a ticket purchasing platform, so we just need to integrate this with the new volunteer tracking
software.

Fire art safety team
What went well








No unexpected fires and all planned burns were successful
Good support from venue on Saturday
“Hello Kitty” propane flame cannons worked well to ignite the Effigy
All propane flame effects were inspected and approved for use
All fire safety equipment provided by the venue on Saturday night worked well
Fire fighters provided by the venue were professional and helpful. We invited them to stay and
enjoy the event after their safety shifts were completed and they had a great time.
Staged perimeter drop after the Effigy burn to include the Running of the Nudes to come
forward and create space for themselves before dropping the perimeter for all participants.

What was challenging












A burn plan was requested from the Effigy build team with no response. This resulted in no real
burn plan beyond ‘set it on fire’. The fire safety team then had to come up with a burn plan at
the event.
Effigy team did not provide fire wardens as requested and the fire was left unattended until it
was extinguished by the fire safety team.
The Effigy team left unburned debris behind in a garbage can that had to be removed by others.
Venue failed to provide critical fire safety equipment on Friday preventing a scheduled burn
from taking place. The planned burn was in the event safety plan, but the venue owner did not
read the plan and made false assumptions about what was planned.
Running two burns on one night was challenging. This is not recommended.
Injury to flame effect operator following equipment failure (mild burn - now healed)
Pressurized water extinguishers provided by fire safety team member were only partially
useable because the dip sticks inside the extinguishers rattled loose from sitting on the back of a
golf cart and driven around too much. This issue will be better addressed in the future now that
it is a known issue.
Unable to secure a fireworks permit and an exemption from the prohibition from the municipal
directors (CVRD).

What to do differently in the future





Better engagement with effigy/temple teams with clear written expectations such as
transportation, burn plan, fire wardens, LNT, etc.
Clear and detailed approved burn plans submitted at least two weeks before the event.
Better engagement with fire safety volunteers with clear expectations during the event. Include
the whole team in the burn plan approval process.
Include specific fire safety equipment requirements and specific days for the equipment and
operators in the venue contract including meaningful penalties if equipment is not available or is
unserviceable.






Engage with municipal government in February and attend council meeting to provide
education and information about fireworks to begin the process of applying for permit. It
appears the primary reason we are being refused a permit is due to a lack of understanding
about the fireworks we would like to use and the potential safety risk. The elected officials of
the CVRD making the decision are not trained and do not fully understand the risks involved.
4”x4” square stickers for schwag were well received, but a bit too large. Recommend 3” round
stickers next year and 4” round patches.
Need to purchase or make some pikes to be able to pull down a structure if necessary.

General discussion
Overall, fire safety at the event went very well.
It was somewhat disorganized with the Effigy team. I think a standard written list of expectations should
be created and given to each team planning on completing a large art burn project. This information was
only provided by talking to the team this year and it appears some information was forgotten. This
document could be provided at the time of application, again at time of approval, and then again at the
event as a reminder of what needs to be done. A written detailed burn plan must be provided a
minimum of two weeks before the event (June 1st), but it should be requested a month before the
event (May 15th). Ideally, the burn plan should be included with the application to have an art burn and
the application deadline should be April 15th with announcements for successful applicants on May 1st.
This documentation with clear expectations and advanced deadlines will ensure safe and well informed
burn events.
The Fire Art Safety Team (FAST) consisted of 7 people this year. However, one person was the Burn Lead
for the Friday burn that ended up happening on Saturday and was not fully available to assist with the
overall safety. I was personally in the fire show directly before the Effigy burn, which did not allow for
enough time to become fully engaged with the direct Safety requirements of the burn. That left us with
5 people dedicated to the Effigy Burn, but we also had 3 additional contractors provided by the venue.
This was a reasonable level of people, but we should ensure we maintain this is as the minimum level of
volunteers and attempt to recruit others.
This year we included the Fire Show team lead on the FAST communication emails to just to keep both
teams in the loop. This was a good practice and should continue. The Friday night burn event was
somewhat last minute and the fire show team already had a planned Friday night burn event, so these
two events happening at the same time across different teams had to be properly coordinated at the
event. More pre-event communication across teams to coordinate the burn events with the fire shows
would be helpful in the future.

Fire perimeter
What went well



















To the best of my knowledge no one was injured due to fire performance or art installation
burns or pillars/bonfires after … outside of a liquid propane misfire on the propane
administrator he is healing fine btw
The crowd is very easy going up here still, even with the 300ish more than last year, no one
attempts to cross the perimeter and even when they can, it's a very slow meander in, folks don't
seem to run in at Otherworld yet or maybe not ever. Could be because the amount of time for
performance and burn, the chill crowd dunno but that mad rush that happens at burning man I
haven't seen at any of the 5 Otherworlds ive attended over the years yet
The invitation of the Nudes was a success as it let folks who didn't know about it feel invited to,
this took more time as folks not already prepared to decloth and run in, were now de-robbing
and running in … I think it double the participation in the nudes and left the perimeter release
feeling anticlimactic and even some feeling of left out for the rest
I don't think the nudes needs to be sanctioned, now that had so much press and perhaps it
could be announced in the whatwherewhen that this is a burning man thing for those that dont
know i think is all that is needed. By the time it was official to let the perimeter down after the
nudes ran in it was a mute point and no one even seemed to notice the perimeter was down,
and was chaotic for the perimeter volunteers to complete their role with arms up and then arms
down, they couldnt see me with all the people milling about after the nudes where continuously
heading in.
I'm a bit attached to the Burn and the old school ways and that no one announces anything
there, the Perimeter is let down and folks have it whatever floats their boat, run, dance, grab
your friends and go in together, walk, be nude etc … is what I feel pretty strongly should be the
way … no one should be told what to do and when at this event … a gentle reminder with some
options before them could be good for first timers …
My first burn 1998 our theme camp was a place for folks to make paper mache lanterns to lead
their way to the burn and then burn them …
Success in finding volunteers onsite day before the burns and a few more day of as we added
second burn, now getting their volunteer hours in volcor without them registering in advance
adds extra work
Infrastructure of safety gear, perimeter, performers were available and easily put in place and
could handle adding on an art installation burn and a small fire performance. Fire safety crew
lead Lori Bonefinder was instrumental in making the adding on of a second burn and
performance go off without a hitch and have everything and more needed in place.
We were also able to sync the small fire performance with a live cello and vocal tracks
performer from the sound stage which was awesome and interesting to time it all hence a quick
start on the fire performance part of the Piano Pheonix burn
Unexpected old school burner experience for all who attended the Piano Phoenix burn, as the
heat increased folks moved back to a comfortable distance, old school style… (although old
school would not have had the rope perimeter at all ;)





Also much like burningman … multiple things going on simultaneously adds the authentic
experience
Volunteers that did show up, were capable
experienced burner Ashes volunteered and ended up taking the lead role on the Piano burn, to
be able to stand in when a second burn was added to the burn night having an experienced
burner of Ashes and Lori Bonefinder on firesafety added to the ease and professionalism for
both burns and shows

What was challenging






Needed more pylons only because we had two perimeters but we made due
2 out of 30 volunteers signed up showing up was really disappointing and potentially dangerous
Piano Phoenix burned a ‘little’ hotter than anticipated I think the Fire Crew needed more H2O
on hand as some had H2O but the CO2 ran out … something to be included in the Fire Perimeter
procedure manual being drafted
Folks had chairs and bikes in the audience which are a hazard in case of unanticipated things
happen with the burns, procedure manual being created to cover training for perimeter
volunteers to make sure areas are clear in the future

What to do differently in the future




If I do perimeter lead again (or whomever does) I would like to bring my own crew in, at least
half of the volunteers needed, that way it is guaranteed to have trained, reliable folks that are
committed and will show up … also leaving room for more to learn and volunteer and join if they
actually do show up
May need a perimeter after party or pre party or shared food at some point … something to fill
their bellies and souls with and help them feel a part of something larger to make them feel
supported and thanked for their involvement and maybe they will show up again and perhaps
take lead roles

General discussion
Using technology to help track what happened and how it can happen better and communication is the
key especially with rotating and perhaps burned out volunteers over the years
Didn't seem like slack got used so much … its great for sharing documents, easy to search for what was
previously shared, deadlines with responsible parties, discussions … i do like it better than facebook, its
easier to keep things organized by topic and search for already decided on details and documents etc …
I also use Airtable which is great for tracking event coordination, deadlines, responsible parties per task,
completion of tasks … can also be used for database management of clients, members, service providers
etc not so much volunteer like volcor but vendors and data, invoicing tools etc …

Doing so much prior to, during and post event … and being a single mom, I Need a month deadline after
the event to complete my volunteer volcor wrap up and report wrap up way better than what you have
here … i understand you need it to move forward and longer for some means it wont get done and we
forget the important details, I wanted to let you know you would get more/better out of me with a bit
more time … and you will get more out of me, Im preparing a Fire Perimeter Procedure Manual,
probably a two pager for now, something with the basics and that can be built upon year to year

Sanctuary & Harm reduction
What went well








We had a good population for both teams during the day. I made some last minute changes to
have sanctuary open during the day time. We mostly need to focus on having someone there for
the late night times, from 2 am till 6 am. We had a few sleepers who would just sleep at
sanctuary
So much free stuff from AVI and SOLID in victoria, quite amazing.
Sanctuary location was a little far from medical, one time a girl on acid was at medical and
couldn’t travel to sanctuary so the sanctuary staff at the time came to medical. The location
initially by medical was kinda too busy a location for sanctuary, near public camping and what
not. It might have been fine there. The location we did use worked great, a little out of the way
but still visible and accessible.
Harm reduction location was ideal, very public and accessible.
Drug testing worked out great, good location for it. They were pretty quite thursday but very
busy friday and saturday.

What was challenging


It’s hard to have a volunteer stay up till 6 am when almost nothing happens all festival. It's hard
to motivate, but the risk is highest in the late night.

What to do differently in the future



Focus more on late night sanctuary shifts
Some forgotten harm reduction supplies include ghb food dye

General discussion
Everything went supper smooth. I might need to take on less next year because running a stage and
doing both harm reduction and sanctuary has a pretty all over the place. But Harm reduction supplies
were plentiful and sanctuary was open for the key hours.

DMV report
What went well
Good communication with artcars owners. Expectations of rules and behaviors were set and met

What was challenging
Art car pool on the island continues to be small…

What to do differently in the future




Build more art car community. Give some incentive to build art cars.
I’d suggest combining DMV with golf cart check out in the future and making everyone
actually check out and return carts as they go on and off duty.

Volunteer recognition report
What went well











The Volunteer tent was new this year and got people asking “How can I contribute?”
The Volunteer picnic before OW had about 60 people show up for cake and ice cream on a cool
windy night when one of the NBA playoff games was underway.
The Mythos Medallion was new this year and became a coveted item sparking more people to
ask: “How can I contribute?”
The laminates for Ice, Gate, LNT, Sanctuary, Commissary, Leads, Producers, etc. were added at
the last minute and people appreciated the added schwag
The “Changed People Change People” stickers were very popular
The Mythos Patch will be a rare item since Chris M had time to only get a few made
The granola bars were appreciated but not needed given the amount of food in camps and the
newly added commissary for Rangers and Other Volunteers
The Volunteer Tent next to Rangers and Medical made a perfect location
Volunteers were typically at the table from 10:00am to 6:00pm and that could be shortened to
10:00am to 5:00pm
Tickets for the Volunteer Commissary were a hit though it took a couple of days for Volunteers
to appreciate the benefit of a free meal.

What was challenging






Last minute changes and no-shows by Volunteers became exasperating
Volunteer Table had difficulty advising LNT volunteers when many missed their most recent
emails and did not know where the sign-in book was located and where bags and gloves were
located.
Not personally knowing the contacts for Gate and Greeters and other groups made it more
challenging. (Now that we have been through the system once, it’s a lot easier
Slack became one more channel of communication that was inconsistent and added to
Facebook pages, web pages, Facebook Messenger and Text created too many threads to follow.




Do Volunteers check in at the Volunteer Table or at their venue? We need to figure that out for
next year.
There were five(?) complaints that a commercial tool (Evite) was used to connect with potential
volunteers about the picnic. We won’t do that again.

What to do differently in the future






Only a few snack foods are needed at the Volunteer Table
A more accurate count of people potentially wearing lanyards by group can be done and the
lanyards started much earlier
Hiltz looked after providing his own team with lanyards and the Volunteer Team should be able
to do that next year
Don’t pre-tie the lanyards and medallions - they just get tangled up when you look at them!
Define the OW theme early (it was pretty good this year) so that art work can get underway If
teams want to provide their own artwork then there will be deadlines

General discussion
The Volunteer Coordinator was a new role this year and so a lot of things got tested for the first time or
got renewed after being done in previous years. Now with an idea of how things can fit together, a
larger team will be assembled next year and the work shared out. The result will be more questions and
more support for the other Producers and Leads and in turn, more volunteers ready and able to
contribute to an amazing Otherworld.
Recommend:
1. Another volunteer picnic next year at roughly the same time
2. Another pendent or equivalent be produced
3. Laminates for the various volunteer roles be made
4. Cut back on the snacks
5. Clearly direct volunteers to sign in at the volunteer tent to receive their medallions
6. DPW group should receive their schwag on Wednesday evening so they are taken care of in advance

Volcor report
What went well





Volcor allowed us to survey applicants as they looked for tickets and determine their interest in
volunteering
Volcor gave us an immediate list of emails of all potential attendees
Volcor provided cross-check of people who had been involved in OW in the past with the
upcoming event
Creating volunteer schedules was relatively straightforward and allowed cloning of timeframes
so data entry was minimized

What was challenging











Volcor did not allow purchasers to list second and third ticket holders to enter their volunteer
preferences
Volunteer preferences required three people to transcribe their interests from the survey to our
master sheet
Volcor communications tools did not allow Leaders to communicate with their potential
volunteers. They were obligated to cut and paste email lists potentially creating personal
information leakage
User errors by volunteers meant that if they accidentally selected the wrong volunteer time they
could not correct the error without a Leader intervention
Volcor system failed when it was time to print schedules and
Volunteer instructions for Gate, Greeters and LNT were not known by the Volunteer Crew so it
was difficult to advise volunteers on-site at OW
The window of time in which Leaders sent out their volunteer schedules spanned several weeks
and meant that applicants could not scan different schedules and commit to volunteering in
their theme camps and OW assignments
The list of potential volunteers drawn from our survey did not match the list of actual ticket
holders. People found themselves on potential lists after choosing to not buy a ticket and then
receiving emails about volunteer opportunities

What to do differently in the future






Abandon VolCor and use Google Spreadsheets to build volunteer schedules
Simplify the survey choices and allow 3x needed volunteers to register for any given shift.
Keep Gate assignments to individuals and focus only on ticketed entry
Create group volunteer assignments for the Greeter Tent and allow Theme Camps to bring their
best party mode and let them hand out the info booklets
Allow for on-site volunteering because often travel plans change at the last minute and people
need a contact point

General discussion
Volcor has been used for two or three years and has presented challenges each year. It has great
potential but does not have the tech support needed to make it truly useful. Other volunteer tracking
tools either require a substantial investment, or acceptance of advertising and a learning curve for all
who touch them. A number of Leaders are already working with their volunteers using Google
Spreadsheets as a work-around to VolCor problems
Recommend:
1. Google Spreadsheets that can be shared with volunteers
2. Lists of attendees/potential volunteers be drawn from a survey not based in Volcor (possibly Event
Bright)

Commissary report
What went well




Two new commissaries for volunteers this year; one for Rangers (Stockpot) and one for all other
volunteers
The Volunteer Commissary was located in Centre Camp and was open Thursday to Sunday
2:30pm to 6:30pm serving hot food and salad each day to volunteers with tickets
Ranger kitchen was located in one of the camps and served a meal from 5pm to 7pm

What was challenging



Volunteers were surprised by the added benefit of hot food and were initially slow to take up on
the offer
By Saturday when the pig roast was offered to all the turnout was significant

LNT report
What went well








Volunteer efforts were exemplary, many participants
Lots of people collecting MOOP without being asked, joined in with volunteers
Total volume of MOOP collected was 1 standard garbage bag full, not bad for 900 people. Much
of what was picked up came from previous events.
Lots of enthusiasm for LNT amongst the general camp population
Good art for the stickers
We had all the equipment we needed
The site owner was pleased with our cleanup efforts; we will work with him to improve site
cleanliness and to encourage other campers throughout the year to abide by LNT principles

What was challenging








Signage directing volunteers could/should have been better
Poor uptake/understanding/retention on written instructions to volunteers - will use more
pictures next year, in conjunction with signs onsite
Cleanup after burns was not well planned (ultimately went fine, though)
Need better communication with theme camp leads, commissary, rangers
Valuable flailed objects didn’t have a secure, designated place to be stored
Most people signed up for mid-day Friday/Saturday shifts, when LNT teams were needed the
least
The majority of lost and flailed objects were not reclaimed

What to do differently




Volunteer shifts will be scheduled at more MOOP heavy times, fewer mid-event shifts, more
towards the end
Specific teams designated for burn cleanup
Contact theme camps and art/effigy teams ahead of time to discuss their LNT plans




Discourage camps/commissary from handing out disposable containers/cutlery with their food
offerings
Display Lost & Flailed articles more prominently

General discussion
A positive experience, all-in-all. We definitely left the site in a better state than we found it. Theme
camps did and excellent job cleaning up after themselves. The total volume of garbage collected over
the weekend was about one average-sized garbage bag full, which is excellent for an event of our size.
Much of what was collected came from previous events (old cigarette butts and bottle caps were the
most common MOOP.) About 70 unique items, mostly clothing and water bottles, were flailed over the
weekend, most were not picked up.
The most common MOOP that obviously came from our event was disposable, single-use food items
(bowls, cups, utensils, napkins), which were frequently abandoned in porta-potties and in the enclosed
spaces at centre camp. A primary strategy for next year will be to actively discourage the commissary
and theme camps from handing out disposable mess items with their gifted food; if people didn’t bring
their own mess kit or cup, tough shit, they can go back to their camp and get it.
We also encountered strings, buttons and pieces of cloth that had fallen/been torn off costumes. Some
low-grade plastic waste like bread bag clips and torn corners of chip bags was also found.
I look forward to leading LNT again next year, and having an even more successful run.

